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Introduction

Attached are five papers by U.S.S.R. authors that were submitted for
the Proceedings of the International Conference on Nuclear Data for
Science and Technology held from 13 to 17 May 1991 at Jiilich, Germany.

The International Programme Committee had decided that only those
contributed papers should be considered for publication which have been
presented and defended during the conference by one of the coauthors.
Since the authors were unable to participate in the Conference, their
papers could not be considered for publication.

The texts are reproduced directly from the authors' manuscipts.





NEW NUCLEAR DATA SET A33N-90 AND ITS
TESTING ON MACROSCOPIC EXPERIMENTS

V.N.Kosh'cheev,G.N.Manturov, M.N.Nikolaev,
A.A.Rineyskiy,V.V.Sinitsa,A.M.Tsyboolya,

S.V.Zabrodskaya

(Institute c-f Physics and Power Engineering, USER)

Abstract: The new group constant set ABBN-90 is deve-
loped now. It based on the FOND-2 evaluated neutron
data library processed with the code GRUCON. Some re-
sults of the testing ABBN-90 set in different macro-
scopic experiments are presented.
>:ABrN-?O, gr-L.p constant set, FOND-2, evaluated r,='jt';
data, t2 = ting, macroscopic experiments, cede: GRUCCNi)

ENDF/B type libraries now ar? the main nuclear data
strrjges recommended -For practical ?-p 1 i c at i ens. Thertr is
= i. = h library in the USSR also /!/. 3ut mul t \ group method
r.onopol i st i cal 1 y used in the engineering calculation
;"T~t:"=? as before and thus nairtainar.ee o-f the grnnp
cc-nzta^t set by no means lost its importance with developing
-f £•.?.! uated nuclear data libraries.

Group consti.r.t = c-t r'FBN /I", 7/ widely used in the USSR
- ~ ' the different r;j::j.-' 3rd shielding cal cul at i o~ ~ ard -zr
._+...__ applications cenn^ctad wit"': th<= neutron and phctcn
f i ;1 :; calculations. A new vers: :•-•, of this group con=:tr-nt
:;t r-=BN-90 with mere wide cess: t-.i 1 i ti es is developed now.
s-".-.t̂ -.n data in this set were calculated on the basis r-*
FCrz--Z library /I/ with the code GRUCON /4/. Thus data ;:.c
?! -:--t all stable materials, -for all important actinid^ :-r.-i
-izzicr: products were included in this constant set.

v:'= main group structure conserves as previous — 'r'".-?
same 2S groups -from (-l)-st to 26-th (thermal) /2/. But for
th= i.-portant reactor materials the data -for several -fino
groups s.re given in groups with strong energy dependence o-f
:'OS5 sections. The number o-f such -fine groups may be as
m: ch as 12. The -fine group divisions are sufficient for
description with acceptable accuracy o-f the smooth cross
sections in the -fast neutron region ( in the case of
hidrcgen -for example), -for description of cross section
behavior in the vicinity o-f strong s-resonances as such
materials as sodium, iron, urani um-233 etc, and -for
description o-f thermal i zat i on phenomena. Unresolved
r ==onan:e structure is described with the help of Bondarer,' o
factors as vjel 1 as by subgroup approximation. In the last
case subgroup parameters are constructed by such a manner
that only subgroup cross sections are temperature dependent.
Because subgroup parts are temperature independent the ABBN-
90 constant set may be used for all calculations when
temperature gradient must be taken into account.



A special text -format is developed -for computer
representation o-f ABBN constants. It is maximally convenient
for visually data control (data presented in the headed
columns in the fixed point -form etc). The edition o-f the
data by users is very easy.

The ABBN-90 constant set includes the data o-f the next
types:
- main neutron constants ( total, capture, -fission, elastic

and inelastic scattering cross sections, o %p. , ~[ >5
- inelastic scattering intergroup transfer matrices

(probabilities and average cosines);
- elastic scattering intergroup transfer matrices (to 5-th

angular momentum including);
- resonance selfshielding factors;
- its Doppler increments;
- subgroup rcsonarss structure parameters;
- neutron reaction cress sections;
- K'ERMA- factors;
- delayed neutron data;
- neutron reaction photon production data (15 photon

groups);
- photon interaction data;
- -fission products yelds;
- d=cay data for radionuclides produced in the neutron
r??cticns!

- radioactive decay photon spectra(15 groups and 4
strongest discret lines).
Computer code CONSYST processed the ABBN-90 constants

to the forms needed for calculational codes.
Testing of ABBN-90 constants on the banchmark

macroscopic experiments stored in the INDEKS library /5/ is
fulf i11ed now.

The first group of such experiments is the criticality
data for uranium and plutonium fueled critical assemblies
t«iith different hardness of neutron spectra.

As must be waited differencies between experimental and
calculational data to be found greater that in the case whon
previous constant set version ABBN-7S (adjusted to the best
agreement with these experiments) was used (see Table 1). In
the case ABBN-90 it was decided the adjustment would be
fulfilled not on the level of the group constants but on the
level of evaluated data files. This work is only began now.
So it was investigated for example the dependence of k.̂
calculational inaccuracy from the blanket thickness of hard
uranium and plutonium fueled critical assemblies when
different version of evaluated data was used (Fig.l). It was
found that using of ENDF/B-6 = 3 =U data allowed to discribe
the criticalities with better accuracy than it is doing
with using ABBN-73 or ABBN-90 constant sets. Further, the
analysis cf descreapancies between many threshold reaction
cross section ratios measured in the centra of the hard
critical assemblies cores had show that these descreapancies
may be essentially reduced if fission neutron spectrum would
be adopted more hard than in ABBN-90. In particularly this



analysis give arguments in -favour of the neutron spectrum
induced by the =3e5U thermal neutron -fissions adopted in
ENDF/B-5. The average energy o-f this spectrum as high as
2.03 MeV is con-firmed apparently only in one experiment
Fission spectrum with average energy 1.98 Mev is adopted now
in ABBN-90. This value is followed from averaging of the
data of many authors .

The conclusion that E is greater than 2 MeV is confirmed
and by the data of the second group of experiments
considered by us! measurements of different reaction cross
sections in fission neutron spectra.

The third group of experiments attracted to ABBN-90
constant set testing are the experiment on the critical
assamblies with the insertions with kfc*-l. Data of BCHERZO-
f.S= /7/ and ether similar experiments in particularly with
-1-.; feeding by the fissions of = 3 OU or =3"»FU allow to t=st
;. • n - 3 OU capture and inelastic scattering cross sections,
-rev ions conclusion /8/ about necessity of reducing o-f ̂ ^^tj
&± n in hundreds keV region relatively data o-f /5,9/ is
conserved till now and was confirmed experimentally ''10,11/.
Th-£? conclusion about necessity of reducing rA = 3 eU ^= /?'
al=o •'ind the confirmation in the experiments /12/. In the
rr.zira 1 atsr experiments was founded more 1 :wer values of Z"'BL1

capture c-^oss sections /13/ which was indirectly confirmed
by tr.3 =: mul tar.aousl y evaluation of the capture, elastic and
inelastic scattering cross sections and of the flat and
capture self-indicatien transmission data /14/. The authors
of ref..'13/ cane to the similar conclusions despite o-f deop
tr an = ,-n i ssi on data were not attracted to analysis.

Measured transmission curves, the fourth group c-f
experiments, allow to essentially increase the availability
of resonance self-shielding factor calculations on the oasis
cf the evaluated neutron data files.

The data ior structure materials had tested on the
basis of the COBRA facility experiments /16/. Descr eapanc i es
between calculations and measurement o-f k*" and reactivity
ratios in the nedia with Cr, Fe and Ni with kM<& 1 shewed on
Fig.2.

It is easy to see that iron constants calculated on the
basis of libraries FOND-2 and ENDF/B-6 lead to the
practically coincident results, ENDF/B-6 based nickel
constants are better than those based on FOND-2 (but only if
failed low energy A1Ni resonance parameters are introduced
in the ENDF/B-6 data). In the case of chromium the FOND-2
data are preferable. Let us pointed out that the data on
fission neutron removal cross sections (under the =3e*U
fission threshold) for iron,nickel and chromium calculated
from FOND-2 and ENDF/B-6 data are in the agreement with each
other and with the results of fifth group of experiments -
measurements of fission neutron spherical transmission /16/.

The sixth group of experiments attracted to AEBN-90
data testing were transmutation experiments fulfilled on the
EN-350 and BN-600 reactors. Some data from this very
extensive experiments are listed in the Table 2 in





Table 1.

The ratios C/E using ABBN-78 and ABBN-90

assemble

SCHERZO-5.56

BIG-TEN

ZPR-3-12

ZPR-0-6A

ZPR-3-48

ZPR-3-53

ZPR-6-7

ZPPR-2

k3(M)

78

-1.5

-0.2

0.0

-0.1

0.0

-0.6

-0.3

-0.2

90

-0.4

0.6

1 .0

1.7

-0.8

-1 .0

-1 .4

-1 .5

f8/f5

78

2.2

-1.1

-0.2

-8.6

-3.4

5.1

-8.5

2.0

90

2.0

-1 .3

0.0

-6.4

0.2

11 .1

-4.9

6.2

f9/

78

2.4

0.0

0.0

-

0.1

-10.5

-4.3

-1 .8

f5

90

0.4

-1.9

-1 .8

-

-0.5

-7.7

-5.2

-2.9

c8/

78

1 .3

0.0

-0.1

-

-2.9

-

1 .4

—

f5

90

0.5

-1.5

-0.8

-

-1 .8

-

3.4

-

Table 2.

The ratios C/E for BN-350 reactor using ABBN-78 and ABBN-90

C8/f5

f6/f5

f9/f5

a5

a9

core 1

1 .00

1 .01

1 .01

0.99

0.98

ABBN-78

core 2

1 .01

0.98

1.00

1 .09

-

core PU

0.99

0.97

0.99

-

0.99

core 1

1 .00

1 .04

0.99

0.94

1 .09

ABBN-90

core 2

1 .01

1 .01

0.98

1 .04

-

core PU

1 .00

1 .01

0.98

-

1 .05
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corparison with calculated data. Let us point cut that
ENDF/B-6 based constants were used only -for reaction rate
calculations by the averaging over the spectra calculated by
ABBIM-90 constants.

AE3N-90 constant set was used also -for cal cul ati oral
analysis o-f critical experiments with the tight uranium-
water and uranium-plutonium-water latticies. Fully
successful results were received.

The testing of ABBN-90 constant set is continued.
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NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS FOR NUCLIDES OF STRUCTURAL MATERIALS

li.V.Pasechnik, I.A.Korzh, V.A.Miehchenko, N.M.Pravdivy and
N.T.Sklyar

Institute for Nuclear Research of the Ukrainian Academy
of Sciences, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR

Abstract. Differential and integral cross sections of neutron elastic
and inelastic scattering from the structural material nuclides titani-
um-48, chromium-50,52,54, iron-54,56, nickel-58,60,62,64 and molybde-
num-92,94,96,98 are measured in the energy range 1.5-7.0 MeV and ana-
lysed in the energy range 1.0-9.0 MeV together with other authors' da-
ta using spherical optical model, coupled channel method and statisti-
cal model.As an example, typical results for molybdenum-96 are presen-
ted. Relative contributions of the direct and compound mechanisms to
the scattering cross sections are determined.

48n 50,(fast neutrons,^Ti, '0'52,54Crf 54,56,^ 58.60,62.64^ 92,94.96,98^
targets, time-of-flight spectrometer, differential cross sections, in-
tegral cross sections, elastic scattering, inelastic scattering, op-
tical models, coupled channel theory, statistical models, comparative
evaluations, direct reactions, compound-nucleus reactions)

Introduction

The role of structural materials in
nuclear technology is important and be-
comes still more important in the last
years because of strengthening the at-
tention to secure functioning of the nuc-
lear installations. Moreover,most of the
structural materials consist mainly of
the spherical even-even nuclides, forming
a nuclide class with characteristic pro-
perties, which are evidently interesting
also from theoretical point of view.This
nuclide class is a constant object for
experimental and theoretical investiga-
tions, but a vast field for activity in
widening and correcting the existing da-
ta base remains.

In order to contribute to solution
of the above problems we have carried
out a cycle of measurings the neutron
elastic and inelastic scattering cross
sections for the structural material
nuclides and their theoretical analysis
using an optical-statistical approach.
The results are partly published (e.g.,
/1-3/); they are presented here in a ge-
neralyzed form and illustrated with new
data for molybdenum-96.

Experimental procedure

The differential cross sections of
neutron elastic and inelastic scattering
were measured using the modernized ver-
sion of the fast neutron time-of-flight
spectrometer at the electrostatic accele-
rator EG-5 /4/« The monoenergetic neut-
rons in the energy range 1-7 MeV with
the energy spreads +(50-170) keV were
produced in the~~reactions T(p,n) or
D(d,n) using solid targets Ti-T or Ti-D.
In the measurements cylindrical highly
enriched (> 90 %) isotopic samples, ha-
ving masses 30-150 grams were used. The

scattered neutron spectra were measured
in the angle range 20-150 at the flight
distances 1.5-2.8 m in relative good
background conditions. The experimental
apparatus and procedure are described in
detail in the paper /4/.

Experimental results

Differential cross sections of neu-
tron elastic scattering and inelastic
scattering with excitation of one-to-fi-
ve lowest discrete levels or level
groups of titanium-48,chromium-50,52,54,
iron-54,56, nickel-58,60,62,64 and mo-
lybdenum-92,94,96,98 were measured in the
energy range 1.0-7.0 MeV. The measured
cross sections were corrected for neutron
flux attenuation and multiple scattering
in the sample and for the geometrical
factors. The total errors of the diffe-
rential cross sections are mainly 3-10 %
for the elastic scattering and 5-12 %
for the inelastic scattering and include
the measuring, normalizing and correcti-
on errors.

A comparison of our measured diffe-
rential cross sections with the existing
in the literature other authors' data
has shown that a great part of the cross
sections at the investigated energies
are obtained only by us and the rest of
our data are,on the whole,in good agree-
ment with the data of other authors at
comparable neutron energies. Our data
essentially supplement and make more pre-
cise the data base on cross sections of
neutron elastic and inelastic scattering
from nuclides of structural materials.

As an example, the measured diffe-
rential cross sections of neutron elas-
tic and inelastic scatterings from mo-
lybdenum-96 in the energy range 1.4-5.0
LleV are presented in Fig.1 in which, for
comparison, the data of other authors at



comparable energies obtained for monoiso-
tope samples in analogous procedure /5-7/
are given. It is evident from the Figure,
that a comparison may be performed only
at the energy 1.4 MeV. The elastic scat-
tering cross sections at the energy 1.4
UeV are in a good agreement with the
cross sections of the paper /5/ at the
same energy, and the data of the paper
/6/ at the energy 1.5 MeV are slightly,
but conformably different from the both
data sets at the energy 1.4 MeV. In our
experiments the inelastic scattering
cross sections at excitation of five lo-
west levels in molybdenum-96 (level en-
ergy in keV) 778 (2 +), 1148 (0+) and
1498 (2+)+i626 (2+)+i628 (4 ) were mea-
sured. The cross sections measured at
the energy 1.4 MeV may be compared with
the data of the paper /5/ at the same
energy and of the paper /6/ at the ener-
gy 1.5 MeV. On the whole, an agreement
among the data is satisfactory.
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Fig.1. Differential cross sections of
neutron elastic and inelastic
scatterings from molybdenum-96.Ihe
experimental data: • - this work,
o - /5/, B - /6/, O - ill. The
curves are results of the model
calculations of the cross secti-
ons: elastic - OLl+SU (solid), CC+
+SL' (dotted) and inelastic- CC+SM
(solid), SL: (dashed).

The integral cross sections of the
elastic and inelstic neutron scatterings
were obtained by angular integration of
the measured differential cross sections.
Moreover, inelastic scattering cross sec-
tions near the excitation thresholds of
the first 2 levels of the nuclides iron-

56 and molybdenum-94,96,98 (0.9-1.4 MeV)
are obtained using registration of gamma-
radiation from the reaction (n,n'}f) with
Ge(Li) spectrometer. The obtained integ-
ral elastic scattering cross sections,on
the whole, are in satisfactory agree-
ment with the existing other authors'da-
ta in the energy range 1.0-9.0 MeV. The
integral inelastic scattering cross sec-
tions are also, on the whole,in an agree-
ment with the other authors' data, but
also essential disagreements, particu-
larly near the excitation thresholds of
the levels,are oserved.

The degree of such an agreement may
be evaluated in Pig.2 which shows our da-
ta and other authors' data on integral
cross sections of elastic and inelas-
tic scattering of neutrons in the energy
range 1.0-9.0 MeV from molybdenum-96 / 5 -
8/ and molybdenum of natural isotope com-
position (for elastic scattering) /9-12/.
It may be seen from the Figure that our
elastic scattering data and these of ot-
her authors are in a good agreement. The
first 2 level excitation cross sections
generally are in a good agreement,except
the energy range near the level excita-
tion threshold, where the data were ob-
tained using a gamma-spectrometry me-
thod. Our data and these of other au-
thors for the second level, as well as
for the sum of the third-to-fifth levels
are in a sufficiently good agreement.

Theoretical analysis

The measured cross sections together
with the other authors' data on total
cross sections and scattering cross sec-
tions in the energy range 1.0-9.C LleV we-
re analysed using a spherical optical
model (OM), coupled channel method (CC)
and modern versions of statistical model
(SLI). Procedures of such analyses were
described in the paper /13/. In the op-
tical model calculations a set of avera-
ged optical potential parameters, which
we have detrmined in earlier detailed
analyses, as well as several existing in
the literature optimized parameter sets
were used. In the CC-calculations the sa-
me potential parameters, as in OIL,except
the absorption potential, which was ta-
ken 0.8W0S (for two-channel coupling ver-
sion) or O.tv/0^ (for five-channel coup-
ling version), were used. In the statis-
tical model calculations up to energies
3.0-4*8 KeV were accounted discrete le-
vels with known characteristics and con-
tributions of higher levels with unknown
characteristics were accounted using a
Fermi-gas model with "back-shift" and
parameters from the papers /14/.

Comparison of the so calculated
theoretical cross sections with the ex-
perimental ones has shown that under
correct accounting the direct and compo-
und scattering mechanisms, even by using
the averaged parameters of optical po-
tential, it is possible to obtain a sa-
tisfactory agreement of the theoretical
total cross sections and differential
and integral cross sections of elastic



and inelastic scatterings of 1.0-9.0 KeV
neutrons from nuclides of structural ma-
terials with the experimental date.

Qj=-1.498MeV. 2"
Q,= -1.626 MeV. 2*
Q.---1.628 MeV. 4*

Pig.2. Integral cross sections of neutron
elastic and inelastic scatterings
from molybdenum-96.The experimen-
tal data: • - this work, © - /5/,
B - /6/, O - /7/, A - /8/, D -
/9/, V - /10/, B - /11/, B -
/12/. The curves are the results
of the model calculations of the
cross sections: elastic - OU+SLi
(solid), CC+SM (dotted), SM (da-
shed) and inelastic - CC+SM (so-
lid), CC (dotted).

As an example, in Pigs.1 and 2 the
theoretical cross sections of the neu-
tron scatterings from molybdenum-96 in
comparison with the experimental data
are presented. It may be seen from the
Figures that both differential and inte-
gral theoretical cross sections are in
sufficiently good agreement with the ex-
perimental ones. Such an agreement is a
reason for practical applications of the
calculation results instead of experi-
mental data, if they are ebsent.

Adequate theoretical description of
the experimental cross sections of neu-
tron scatterings from the nuclides under
investigation gave a possibility to make
reliable evaluations of relative roles
of the scattering mechanisms (direct and
compound) and their changes with the in-
cident neutron energy change /15/. Por

example, the cross sections of direct
excitation of the first 2+ levels at the
incident neutron energies ~ 1 MeV above
the excitation thresholds doesn't exceed
15 percents of the summed cross sections
and to the end of the used energy range
becomes dominant. The two-phonon triplet
levels of the nuclides under investiga-
tion in a large energy range are excited
predominantly through compound nucleus
formation and only to the ends of the en-
ergy and mass ranges contributions of
the direct mechanism to the cross secti-
ons of their excitations become also do-
minant .
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THE SECONDARY NEUTRONS SPECTRA OF
FOR INCIDENT ENERGY RANGE 1 - £.
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Abctract. Spectra of inelastic scattered neutrons and fission neutrons were measured
with neutron time of flight spectroieter. The solid tritium target was used as a
neutron source. The energy distribution of neutrons on the saiple was calculated with
Monte-Carlo code, taking into account interaction income protons
reaction kinematics. The detector efficiency was determined with
•ultiple scattering and absorption corrections were calculated
BRAND. Our results confiri ENDF/B-6 data library.
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INTRODUCTION

The requirement for measuring differential
cross-section of inelastic neutron scattering on
fissile elements nuclei in the MeV-energy range
pnaarily resulted from the needs of atomic power
engineering. These demands can hardly be
considered satisfactory. In a number of cases the
difference between latest experiments UJ and the
evaluation data amounts to 30-50%. In new
estimates for U itl the inelastic scattering
cross-section increased -1.5 times as compared
with ENDF/B-5 library that requires an additional
substantiation. There are discrepancies between
evaluations C23 and ENDF/B-6 in 1-2 MeV energy
range.

An investigation of inelastic fissile
scattering cross-section entails a number of
methodical problems. A high density of low states
allow no reliable measurements of scattering
cross-section on individual levels and distinguish
of contribution of elastic scattering. In
addition, the neutrons spectra measured are
restricted at low energy by the energy 200-500 keV
due to detection threshold. These features hinder
the measurements of total inelastic cross-section
and the comparison of experimental data. These
problems were basically settled in CIJ where the
"pseudo-elastic" scattering cross-section was
measured for a number of fissile nuclei. In this

292 233
study a conclusion was made that for Th, U,

U, U total inelastic scattering cross-
sections are known with reasonable accuracy and
are in good agreement with ENDF/B-5 evaluation,
and subsequent refinement is requisite for energy
distribution of scattering neutrons on these
nuclei.

The above feature have specified the
objective of this study: the investigation of
inelastic neutron scattering for the refinement of
total inelastic scattering cross-section and
scattered neutron spectra, for the implementation
of the problem set out a particular attention was
paid to decreasing the detection threshold to
raising the measurement accuracy in the region of
low scattered neutron energies, simulation of
experiment, taking into account of unmonoenergetic
neutrons.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The neutron spectra were measured by
tlme-of-f1lght method on the EG-1 accelerator
spectrometer at the IPPE. The spectrometer
specifications are: pulse width - -1 ns,
repetition rate - £ MHz, path length - -£ m, mean
current on the target 4-6 pH. The T(p,n) reaction
in a solid tritlun-scancium target was used as a

neutron source. Ref. C3J describes the neutron
spectrometer in more detail. The specification
featuring this study are only included below.

Disc-shaped samples 10 mm in thickness and
46.3 mm in diameter fabricated of metallic
Z 9 5U, 2 a BU were arranged at a distance 3.5 cm from
the target. The normal to the sample surface was
in "source-sample-detector" plane and turned at the
angle -30 against the incident protons direction.
The percentage of sample amounted to: 99.5% for
23BU. and 83.6% 2 3 SU and 10.4% 2 9 BU for 2 3 5U
sample. The sample was packed in Al-container with
a wall thickness 0.3 mm.

The neutron detector was a plastic
scintillator 80 mm in diameter and £0 mm in
thickness. The detector face was coated with lead
absorber £ mm in thickness to reduce the
background of inherent gamma-quanta. The detector
efficiency (threshold -60 keV) was measured with

2 S 2 " '-• ----.- spectrum. TheCf fission neutronrespect to
Cf source was attached in sample location.

The neutron flux on the sample
by scattering on a carbon sample (

was measured
51 mm diameter,

15 mm thickness) and with respect to U fission.
In latter case lomzation fission chamber,
installed between source and sample was used. All
spectra were measured at the angle l£0 . Each
measurement consisted of 10-l£ runs with duration
about one hour. For each initial neutron energy as
many as two measurements were performed on
investigated sample. In addition the measurements
were made of:
- neutron spectra with an Al-container,
- neutron spectra with C-sample,
- source neutron spectra at the angle 0°.

DATA PROCESSING AND DISCUSSIONS

At the first stage of processing the monitor
time-of-flight spectra were applied for
accelerator performance quality verification in
each run (time resolution, energy stability). The
spectra of "good" runs were summed up. The
non-correlated background was subtracted from
overall spectra.The detector spectrum was measured
as two-dimension array (t ime*ampl itude, 51£*32)
therefore the zero-effect time interval was known
for each amplitude group. Contents of channels in
this time intervals was reduced to zero after
background subtract ion.This procedure resulted in
the improvement measurement accuracy in low energy
range for neutron spectrum.

The resulting time spectrum was normalized to
the "long" counter with the backgrounc sptctruit
measured with Al-container subtracted from it. The
time spectrum was transformed into an energy



scale, normalized to obtain absolute cross-section.
Corrections was made for detector efficiency and
contribution of 2 S B U scattering for Z S S U samples.
In addition the "non-monoenergetic" neutron
background obtained from the "direct flux"
measurements was subtracted. In this case only
elastic scattering was assumed, that is valid due
to low value of this background 3-5%.

Corrections for different sample size and its
position were calculated using MC code.

The correction for neutron multiple
scattering and attenuation in the saiple were
calculated in Monte-Carlo method using the BRAND
code system [43. The differential cross-section of
carbon scattering was taken from [53. The neutron
flux determined from the fission chamber was
systematically -3.5% less then carbon scattering
one. Taking into account the accuracy of flux
determination in chamber case being lower (<5%>,
the normalization on carbon scattering was
subsequently applied. However, the employment of
two methods enable us to more realistically
estimate the accuracy of data absolutization.

Fig. 1,£ show the spectra of secondary
neutrons ( scattering and fission ) together with
calculation results. It should be emphasized that
the calculation presents not only a neutron
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Figure 1. Spectra of scattered neutrons and U
fission neutrons. Histograms stand for the
calculation results without attenuation and MS
(dashed line) and taking into account these
processes (solid line).

interaction in the sample, but simulates the
experiment completely: from a source to a
detector. The calculations was made in time scale
and was transferred into energy scale applying the
codes for experimental spectra processing.

The neutron data from NEDAM [83 library only
are currently accessible for the BRAND code
system. As can be observed in fig. 1,2 this set of
neutron data does not describe the experiment. The
correction for multiple scattering and absorption
gained from these calculation can in some case
essentially distort the experimental results, that
is why the neutron spectra were not corrected for
this effects. The correction was introduced solely
for the integral cross-section where the impact of
scattering neutron spectra shape was less
significant. A preliminary procedure for including
ENDF/B-6 library into calculation is presently
underway.

Table 1 show integral cross-section of
inelastic scattering. Column 1 give the the
initial energy of neutron on a sample and its
r. m. s. deviations, column 2 - integration
boundaries, column 4 integral cross-sections
including part of fission neutrons corrected for
the effect of multiple scattering and attenuation.
Column 5 show the cross-section with fission
neutron contribution subtracted, multiplied by 4n.
Column 6,7 state inelastic scattering cross-
section on low energy levels (ENDF/B-6) falling
out integration area and total inelastic cross-
section. The fission neutron spectrum is assuned
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to be Maxwell distribution with the "temperature"
T , fission neutron have isotropic angular

distribution. Fission cross-section »re taken from
C5], fission neutron spectra temperature - from
systematic in £63.

Fig. 3 shows the total cross-section of
inelastic scattering by the data of this and other
studies together with evaluated cross sections
from various libraries.

For 2 S 8 U a set of levels excluding from
experimental cross-section is more unambiguous. As
a rule it is the first one or two levels.The
cross-sections for this levels from evaluation [9]
and ENDF/B-6 agree. The total inelastic
cross-section of our study and Ref.Cl] are in
reasonable agreement, confirm ENDF/B-6 evaluation
and are systematically higher evaluation 191.

In z 6 U case situation is more difficult. We
don't know exactly the set of levels. However, by
virtue of the scattering cross-sections at
individual levels being small, it does not results
essential error. The data of this study within the
limits of errors agree with the data of Ref.CH
and ENDF/B-6 estimation. The ENDF/B-5 estimations
etc. covers the experimental points with the
scattering cross-section on low-lying levels not
added. In the 1-2 MeV energy range our data and
those of Ref. [13 do not confirm the cross-section
course put forward in Ref.121.
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3. BU and ""ll inelastic neutron
scattering cross-sections.

Me are planning to analyze fission neutron
spectra shapes on the base of our data for
checking fission neutrons subtraction and
calculate multiple scattering correction with
ENDF/B-6 library. However, we can made some
conclusions now. As can be observed from fig.3 the
further investigations of the inelastic scattering
cross-section is required for U in the energy
range <1 MeV with the aim for solving a
contradiction between the evaluated cross-sections
and data of RefCn.

The main components of the errors in this
experiment are: the accuracy of integral
cross-section including statistical accuracy and
detector efficiency determination £-5X, the
normalization accuracy 2.5%, the accuracy of
calculation for multiple scattering corrections
£-3%. The uncertainties of initial neutron energy
was 5-10 kev.
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NEW DATA ON PREFISSION NEUTRONS FROM 14.7 MeV
NEUTRON-INDUCED FISSION
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Abstract: Using time-of-flight technique neutron spectra from 2.9

and 14.7 MeV neutron-induced fission of 2 3 2 T h , 2 3 5 U , 2 3 8 U and 2 3'Np
have been measured. The experimental evidence of non-equilibrium
neutron emission prior to fission has been obtained. The results of
analysis of neutron spectra for the multiple-chance fission made in
the framework of statistical model, which take into account the
equilibrium and non-equilibrium neutron emission, are presented.

232- 235,, 238, 237,."Th, " " U , t o u U , " " N p , neutron spectra,
time-of-flight technique, statistical model)

fission, emission,

In this
results of
measurements
improvements

Introduction

paper we report on the
our neutron spectra
and consider some
in description of

multicomponent fission neutron spectra.
The data on fission neutron spectra are
of particular importance for applied
purposes and development of theoretical
description of neutron emission
mechanisms.

In accordance with now available
data in the case of the first chance
fission (it means E <6 MeV) the fission

n
neutron spectrum is determined mainly by
neutron emission from accelerated
fragments. The contribution of other
possible mechanisms (such as so-called
"scission" neutrons, neutrons emitted
during fission fragment acceleration,
etc.) is not significant. Although the
analysis of numerous experiments has
shown that neither Maxwell nor Watt
type distributions do not provide the
absolutely accurate reproducing of
experimental spectra, the deviations are
not so remarkable and both of them are
commonly used to describe and compare the
fission neutron spectra parameters and
their behaviour via incident neutron
energy.

At incident

MeV, the shape of neutron spectrum
essentially differs from Maxwell or Watt
distributions due to significant
contribution of neutrons emitted prior to
fission. In this energy region the
experimental data on fission neutron
spectra are limited in number and quality
and most of them were taken with
insufficient accuracy. Due to these
reasons the present status of knowledge
about features of neutron emission in the
case of the multiple-chance fission is
not satisfactory. Some efforts to
investigate this topic with use of pure
theoretical description in the frame of
statistical approach were made by Nix and
co-workers /I/ and Marten et al./2/.
Despite the remarkable progress achieved
in the refinement in the theoretical
modeling, there remain open questions

neutron energies

which are important to understanding of
the pre-fission neutron emission
mechanisms. It might be reasonable to
continue both theoretical and
experimental study of fission neutron
spectra in this field.

Experimental arrangement

Measurements of fission neutron spectra
were performed using time-of-flight
technique at Radium Institute NG-400
facility. Primary neutrons with energies
2.9 and 14.7 MeV were obtained as a
continuous beam in D(d,n) and T(d,n)
reactions. In order to carry out these
measurements we used 4-sectional
multilayer ionization chambers to signal
the occurrence of fission events (each
section incorporates 12 layers with

2
2 ing/cm in thickness and 100 mm in
diameter). The gross weight of the
isotope under analysis was about 5 g.
Each section being connected with
separate time-of- flight channel. The
fourth "monitor" section contained two
targets made of the isotope under

252analysis with the isotope Cf uniformly
embedded in them. Thus, fission neutron
spectra measurements were made with

252respect to standard spectrum of Cf and
both spectra were measured
simultaneously. The identity of all
sections for count and amplitude
characteristics was tested by measuring
fission fragment spectra.

The neutron detector (stilbene
monocristal, 10 cm in diameter and 4 cm
thick) was housed in a massive shield and
located at an angle 90 degrees at flight
path length 2.05 m. The overall timing
resolution was 2.5 nc. To reduce
gamma-quanta background the pulse-shape
discriminator with suppression
coefficient about 180 for the threshold
about 200 keV for neutrons was employed.
The additional analysis of neutron
detector pulse amplitude was carried out
with an aim to decrease the random
coincidence background in the range of



low neutron energies. Time-of-flight
spectra were corrected for the effects of
distortion due to finite energy
resolution and differences in flight path
for each section of fission chamber. In
our measurements background was entirely
time independent and its magnitude could
be estimated unambiguously. The detailed
description of the experimental
arrangement was presented earlier /3/.

Experimental data and analysis

The characteristics of the fission
252neutron spectrum of Cf have a status

of standards /4/, and being used, the
neutron detection efficiency, neutron
spectra themselves and integral fission
neutron yields can be determined from the
results of measurements.

The results of our measurements are
shown in Fig.l in the form of the ratio
R(E) of measured spectra N.(E,E ) to the

reference spectrum Np«(E ). The

<Th
1.4 -

1.0 -ra*.

'Thi

1.0 k

1.0

Fig.l. Ratios of spectra
232Th| 235U( 238U(

neutron energy E for

(on the left

the right).

10

R(E,E ) for
237.. n

Np versus
En=2.9 MeV

and E =14.7 MeV (on
n

characteristics of measured spectra are
presented also in the Table 1. As shown
in Fig.l, in the case of En=2.9 MeV these

ratios are practically straight lines. It
means that the shape of neutron spectra
are very close to Maxwell distribution
and the slope of lines is determined by
temperatures difference Tpf-T..

At 14.7 MeV incident neutron energy
the shape of fission neutron spectra is
quite different due to neutron emission
prior to fission. The contribution of
pre-fission neutrons is clearly
identified by the deviation from the
Maxwell type distribution corresponding
to neutron emission from fission
fragments. There are some features in the
fission neutron spectra. The rise at E<2
MeV is due to evaporative part of
pre-fission neutron spectrum, and the
maximum at E=* MeV is connected with the
non-equilibrium one. Its right slope
corresponds to pre-equilibrium spectrum
cutting-off by the threshold of residual
nucleus fission. At energy range E<5 MeV
our data are in a good agreement with
previous measurements carried out at
incident neutron energy E =14.3 MeV /5/.

The last one were satisfactory described
with use of simple superposition of Watt
and Weisskopf distributions. It is clear
now that the high energy part of neutron
spectrum is of great importance for
understanding of the fission process and
the traditional empirical approaches must
be refused in favor of a more
sophisticated theoretical analysis.

Some improvements have been made to
describe the fission neutron spectra /6/.
It was shown to achieve a reasonable
agreement with experimental neutron
spectra measured at E =14.7 MeV the

partial fission cross-sections must be
calculated with high accuracy.

To describe the energy dependence of
the fission cross-section o^lE )

i n
(including the behaviour of the separate
chances) we used:
a) the pre-equilibrium neutron emission
and Hauser-Feshbach statistical model
calculations performed by using a version
of the code STAPRE /!/, where neutrons
penetrabilities were taken from /&/, the
pre-equilibrium neutron emission was
calculated with use of exiton model

b) the calculations of potential energy
and level density as a function of
nuclear deformation made on basis of
/ll/;
c) the adiabatic description of
collective enhancement of level density
/12,13/.

At present time the description of
the neutron spectra in the case of the

multiple-chance fission of U(n,f ) and

U(n,f ) has been done /6/. For example

neutron spectra from <i38U(n,f)the

calculated at different incident neutron
energies are shown in Fig.2. A good
agreement with experiment in the most
part of the fission neutron spectra
(including the non-equilibrium emission)
was obtained. At the same time, there is
an excess of neutrons in the low energy
part of spectra which can not be
reproduced in the frame of our
description.



Table 1. Characteristics of measured spectra.

Target

232Th

2 3 5u

238U

" ' N p

En,MeV

2.9

14.7

2.9
14.7

2.9

14.7

2.9

14.7

E.MeV

1.93+0.03

1 .87+0.03

2.02+0.03

2.01+0.03

2.00+0.03

1 .96+0.03

2.05+0.03

2.11+0.03

T.MeV

1.285+0.018

1.344±0.015

1.332+0.016

1.369±0.010

V

2.27+0.06

3.92+0.09

2.77+0.07

4.39+0.11

2.7l±0.07

4.25+0.10

2.98+0.07

4.45+0.08

~ 1 ?"\ 14.7 \ie\1

10

10
0.0 10.0 0.0 10.0

E, MeV

Fig.2. The neutron spectra from u(n,f)
reaction at different incident
neutron energy. The points
represent data of our
measurements. The solid lines are
the results of calculations.

The yields of this "additional"
pre-fission neutrons are 0.3 both for

U and ^OOU and their spectra can be
described with use of Weisskopf
distribution with the temperature raO.4
MeV. Up to now we have no any reasonable
explanation for this effect.
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ROTATIONAL MODES CONTRIBUTION TO THE OBSERVED LEVEL DENSITY

E.M. Rastopchin, M.I Svirin, G.N. Smirenkin

Institute of Physics and Power Engineering,Obninsk,USSR

Abstract: Attempt is made to apply the level density systematics within the framework

of the generalized superfluid model to the A<]50 region. The analysis of some
properties of these nuclei (e.g deformation energy, neutron resonance density, neutron
evaporation spectra) shows the existence of large groups of nuclei, for which
the contribution of rotational modes to their level density is considerable (in spite
of the traditional classification according to low-lying discrete level spectra).

istatistical model, level density of excited nuclei, collective enhancement factor,
neutron resonance density, evaporation neutron spectra , low-lying excited levels)

For a long period of time
experiments preceded theoretical work in
nuclei deformation research.
Phenomenological analysis of various
spectroscopic characteristics led to the
discovery of two nuclei regions, the
lantonides and the actinides, with
spheroidal form and quadrupole
deformation c^O.2-0.3. Theory evened up
the score with the development of shell
correction method 11,2]. It not only
revealed the physical nature of nuclei
deformation, but also showed that the
number of deformed nuclei is much greater
than one can find out from properties of
systematics of low-lying excited levels.
Experimental data concerning higher-lying
levels near neutron binding energy B^

confirm the latter statement [3,4 ].The
present paper also deals with this
problem.

freedom to the level density is taken
account of by multiplying the internal
density of excited nuclei levels by the
corresponding enhancement factors
(rotational K . and vibrational K

rotrot vit

p(U,J) = p l n(U,J )Kcoj(U

. (U)K .. (U) .
rot vib

(2

I n ( 1 ) p l r ( U , J ) i s d e s c r i b e d u s i n g w e l l -

known e x p r e s s i o n :

u>( U ) , „ , . . C < J ( J + l( 2 J + l ) e x p( U , J ) = ( 3 ) ,

where u!Ul is nuclear state density;o =

°*r.v- °"\=Kr,>.
 is t h e s P i n cut-off
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Fig.l Dependence of the collective enhancement factor Kco](Bn)
 o n ^ n e mass number

A;where O ~ designates the values, at which the NRD description is made
according to GSM systematics 17,9]; solid curve- Kp'col vib' dashed curve-
K..,-Kv.fcK . . Arrows show the magic nuclei, which are placed on the (s- stability

1 i ne .

The level density p(U,J) for the
given excitation energy U and angular
momentum J of the nucleus depends upon
collective properties of the excited
nuclei. In the adiabatic approach [&-? ]
the contribution of collective degrees of

parameter for spherical nuclei and o -

o^o , ot = o'"- for the deformed ones ; o . =F . T

( i = -L, II ), F, is the corresponding moment

of inertia and T is nuclei temperature.



The rotational enhancement factor for
nuclei with spheroidal form can be prese-
nted in the following form Krot=a* [5 1.

If we put K =1 into (1), then the

analysis of the observed neutron
resonance density (NRD) leads to a
considerable overestimation of the
asymptotic (for great U) level density

parameter a(A) as compared to the
microscopic calculation results (the
level density parameter obtained from the
single particle energies in a Woods-

Saxon potential [6]) a
m l c r o

/A= 1/10+ 1/11

MeV . In th i s case the fermi- gas model

for p(U,J> gives aSA/7 MeV"', while the
superfluid model gives s t i l l greater

~ -1
value aSA/5 MeV . This discrepancy is
eliminated by taking into account the
collective modes and in the last variant,

named the generalized superfluid model

(GSM),one can obtain the value of a=

a , . This result of GSM systematics
TTI i c r o

proceeds from the NRD analysis for the
nuclei with well- defined collective
properties: the deformed ones for A= 150-
190 and A-230 <Krot»l) and the spherical
ones in the vicinity of closed nucleonic
shells <Krot=l) 17]. What will happen if
all these restrictions concerning the
nucleon structure are lifted?

The curves in fig.l show how the
K..j description is applied to GSM
systematics in two variants:

v -{ Kvlb f°
Kko! I

1 K . K .
*• rot vi

for spherical nuclei

for deformed
nuclei

where the upper one is marked by solid
curve, and the lower one- by dashed

curve. The experimental points Kc*^(Bn)

in fig.l correspond to the values of this
factor, which represent the observed NRD
in GSM systematics. One can see that

near magicKex?(B
col n

andof magic

(spherical) nuclei are close to the solid
curves, while the ones for lantanides and
actinides lie close to the dashed curve
as the GSM systematics prescribes. In the
most part of Asl 50 region the KcoJ(Bn)

values are much greater than one can
expect for the spherical nuclei. For A=
70+85 and 105+125, K . is closer to

C v 1

Kc.j=KvlbKrot, just as for the deformed
nuelei.

Fig.2 shows the potential energies
V(t) as functions of the quadrupole
deformations c for a few representatives
of "anomalous" groups of nuclei as well

as for the Pt nucleus from the
transition region between the deformed
nuclei ilantanides ) and doubly magic

Pb. All of them have minima V(e) at

5-

CO

0-

-5-

122

-0.4 0.0 0.4

Fig.2 Nuclei deformation potential
energies in the vicinity of
equilibrium deformations c=€Q.

and this fact may be connected with
the raised rotational modes contribution
to p(U,J ).

To determine which case is nearer to
the real nuclei level density, i.e what
is the rotational modes contribution to
it, we can use two more sources of experi-
mental information, examples of which
are shown in fig.3 and fig.4. They are:
1) the experimental information of the
energy dependence of the nuclei level
density, especially when U^B , which is

obtained from the evaporation spectra of
(p,n) reactions, just as in [3];
2) the level density of almost cold
nuclei, shown in the form of histograms.
The latter ones are the numbers of levels
per the interval of the excitation
energy, calculated with the help of
spectroscopic data, e.g [fl], without any
spin or parity restriction.

Fig.3 shows that for the residual
109

nucleus Cd mutually corresponding NRD
information and Ag(p,n) Cd reaction
neutron spectrum match the intermediate
case for (4). Experimental data for Cd
are closer to the ones predicted by GSM
systematics for the deformed nuclei,
which corresponds qualitatively to the
behaviour character of deformation energy
V U ) in fig.2.

Fig.4 demonstrates much more clearly
the transition from spherical nuclei to
deformed ones in the vicinity of lead. It
shows the full level density pt(U)

(summed over all angular momenta)
according to the GSM systematics (dashed
curves) and microscopical calculations
(solid curves). We calculated pt'Ui just

like for the spherical nuclei, so the
deviation of experimental data from the
calculated curves, which grows as Z and
A diminish, can be viewed as evidence of



rotational modes contribution increase.
We would like to stress the significance
of the discrepancies at low excitation
energies when KvJb=l.

The general case is more
complicated. It does not contain such
systematized classification of collective
and shell properties, as it does in the

vicinity of doubly magic ' Pb. Fig.l
shows that in the vicinity of (3-
stability valley most nuclei (A<150) are
far from closed shells either by both
sorts of nucleons, or by one of them (in
contrast to the nuclei in the vicinity of
*"* O R

Pb). This fact determines the special
character of A<150 region, which cannot
yet be put into GSM systeroatics [7,9],
This region deserves special attention
from the practical point of view because
it includes most of the actinides fission
fragments.

0 U.MeV
Fig.3 Energy dependence of the level

109

density p(U,J=O) for the Cd
nucleus. Q-plBn,J=O) (obtained
from NRD), $r — and from
[3], where is the GSM

calculation of [7] for Krot=l;

— . — .is the same for Kpot-(re-

insert ion: pt(Ui,the curves are
marked just as in the main part,
histogram shows the density of
low-lying levels [8] (see the
text i.

10 0 U.MeV10

Fig.4 The full (summed over J) level
density p (U). Where is

microscopic calculation;—
is the GSM systematics |7,y],
• _ p (B ), (obtained from

NRD), the histogram is [8 1.
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